Bar Journals Library

Contains 137 titles, more than 5,300 volumes, and more than 2.6 million pages. This database features complete coverage of nearly all state Bar Journals, select publications from the American Bar Association and City Bar Journals.

Active Bar Journals Include:

- ABA Journal
- Advocate (Idaho State Bar)
- Advocate (State Bar of Texas)
- Advocate (Vancouver Bar Association)
- Alabama Lawyer
- Alaska Bar Rag
- Alternative Law Journal
- Alternative Resolutions
- Appellate Advocate
- Arkansas Lawyer
- Bar Leader
- Bench & Bar
- Boston Bar Journal
- Bulletin
- California State Bar Journal
- Canadian Bar Review
- CBA Record
- Colorado Lawyer
- Connecticut Bar Journal
- Connecticut Lawyer
- Delaware Law Review
- Delaware Lawyer
- Federal Lawyer
- Florida Bar Journal
- Georgia Bar Journal
- Hennepin Lawyer
- International Society of Barristers Quarterly
- Iowa Lawyer
- Journal of the Kansas Bar Association
- Journal of the Missouri Bar
- Legal Management
- Los Angeles Lawyer
- Maine Bar Journal

- Maryland Bar Journal
- Massachusetts Law Review
- Michigan Bar Journal
- Mississippi Lawyer
- Montana Lawyer
- Nassau Lawyer
- Nebraska Lawyer
- Nevada Lawyer
- New Hampshire Bar Journal
- New Hampshire Bar News
- New Jersey Lawyer
- New York State Bar Association Journal
- North Carolina State Bar News
- Ohio Lawyer
- Ohio State Bar Association Report
- Oklahoma Bar Journal
- Oregon State Bar Bulletin
- Pennsylvania Bar Association Quarterly
- Record of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York
- Res Gestae
- South Carolina Bar News
- South Carolina Lawyer
- St. Louis Bar Journal
- Tennessee Bar Journal
- Texas Bar Journal
- Utah Bar Journal (Second Series)
- VBA Journal
- Vermont Bar Journal
- Washington Lawyer
- West Virginia Lawyer
- Women Lawyers Journal
- And full coverage of many more completed titles!
Advanced Search Options

Users have the option to search with the main search bar, or choose the Advanced Search link located beneath it to expand searching options. Search using various metadata fields, such as Text, Article Title, Author/Creator, and more. Within Advanced Search, users can also choose from the **Keyword Search Builder** and **Venn Diagram** tools.

**Keyword Search Builder:**
Enter keywords into one or more boxes and use the boost levels to give more weight to the most important terms in the query.

**NEW Venn Diagram Search:**
Visualize the results yield of various keywords to better refine a search. Utilize the Venn Diagram as a teaching device to help students learn how to structure a search.

Citations in HeinOnline

Users can quickly find an article by using its citation in the Citation Navigator. Click the Citation tab on the main search bar, copy/paste a direct citation into the bar, and click search.

Click the Citation Navigator link beneath the main search bar to open additional options. Simply enter the volume, abbreviation, and page number or copy and paste a citation from another source.

To find proper abbreviations, use the Citation Format Guide located under the Citation tab option in the main search bar. Use the A-Z index to locate a title, and click either the title or its abbreviation to enter volume and page numbers in the boxes provided.

Citations on pages in HeinOnline are highlighted for easy navigation among related documents. If a citation exists in HeinOnline, the citation is highlighted in blue. Clicking the hyperlink directs the user to the document referenced in the citation.

To access other citations for a specific title, simply click Cite next to the Table of Contents at the top of the page.
Hein’s ScholarCheck is a series of tools and features in the Bar Journal Library and throughout HeinOnline which allow users to view journal articles that have a heavy influence on the subject they are researching. To determine where ScholarCheck tools and features can be used, look for the ScholarCheck icon.

ScholarCheck Features:

- Link to case law powered by Fastcase (only available to HeinOnline Core subscribers)
- Link to articles that cite document being viewed
- Link to documents cited by article, including U.S. Code, Federal Register, Code of Federal Regulations, and Statutes at Large
- Links to external links cited
- Choose to view search results based on number of times cited
- And much more!

Artificial Intelligence Searching

Natural language processing and machine learning tools have been released in the Bar Journal Library and select other databases: More Like This, Topics and Entities, and Keyword Search Builder.

More Like This

When viewing an article, the More Like This tool uses a program to pull out “interesting words” as determined by an algorithm. Users are provided with a list of similar articles based on the interesting words. Adjust the boost factors of the interesting words, add a new term, or select a date range to modify the search results.

Topics and Entities

These search facets are found on result pages for searches and More Like This results. The entities include location, person, and organization. These tools enhance a user’s search results to include even more relevant articles by searching the metadata rather than just the document text.
Artificial Intelligence Searching

Keyword Search Builder

The **Keyword Search Builder** is located within the Advanced Search tool in the Bar Journal Library. To use this tool, enter keywords into one or more of the boxes provided. Adjust the weight of each word using the boost factors. Users can also select a title to search within or enter a date range to narrow down the search results.

Indexing of “Not Currently Available” in HeinOnline

HeinOnline indexes the recent issues of journals whose recent content is not currently available in the Bar Journal Library. By indexing this content, users can search and browse the title, author and abstract information for articles within the volumes that are not yet available in full text within HeinOnline.

For those results where the full-text is not currently available, a light red box will appear and indicate **“Full Text Not Currently Available”**.

Click on the article name to view HeinOnline's coverage, the publisher's information, and a link to the publisher's website. Set up ISSN/ISBN or OpenURL linking through our Branding Program (learn more here: [http://home.heinonline.org/branding/](http://home.heinonline.org/branding/)) which gives users the ability to find the article or journal within another source in their library other than HeinOnline.

For more information about this collection, including pricing, please contact your sales representative, or contact our Marketing department at [marketing@wshein.com](mailto:marketing@wshein.com) or 800-828-7571.